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Dnig Crackdown 
Im.m.inent 
Woman at the Top 
By Ken Holcombe 
A sharp crac!<down on the sale of marijuana and 
other drugs by law enforcement agencies was 
announced by Tompkins County District Attorney 
William Sullivan early this week. In a special news 
conference, Sullivan outlined a "reformulation of 
drug policy" which is expected to have a great 
effect on t,:te sale of drugs on the three local 
college campuses-Cornell, hhaca College and 
Tompkins-Cortland Community College. 
Mr. Sullivan warned that as far as he is 
concerned "The college campus is not a sanctuary 
when it comes to criminal activity." He said that 
in view of the information his office has received 
in the past "our investigation will take us to the 
campuses of the educational institutions here in 
the community." 
Sullivan plans to make use of an increased 
number of undercover agents both on the 
campuses and downtown. He pointed out, 
however, that students would not be hired for 
such activity. Also expected is an increase in the 
use of. ~earch : \'(arrant~: :an the campuses. College 
officials will not be informed of such actions until 
individual investigations are "concluded." 
The District Altomey. said that he has met in 
the past few months with the Presidents of the 
three campuses in order to inform them of the 
stepped-up investigations. He pointed out that he 
hasn't asked for any cooperation from school 
administrators beyond what they felt they could 
.. give to the law enforcement sector of our 
government and still 
be consistent with their stated aims of being 
educational institutions." Sullivan said he didn't 
view the educational institutions as "an arm of his 
department." 
In reacting to Sullivan's announcement, Ithaca 
College President Ellis Phillips said that he had not 
had anything to do with motivating the increased 
investigation. Phillips said "I am concerned about 
the extent of drug trafficking particularly on this 
campus or the others because of the association of 
crime within it and the protection of students. I 
guess in that sense I would welcome anything 
which would tend to reduce the dangers associated· 
with drugs." 
Continued on page 2 
By Jan Gatti 
When Eileen Dickinson came to Ithaca College 
as the Executive Assistant to the President, she 
had a small table and chair as furnishings for her 
office. As time went on she was able to acquire a 
battered cardboard file cabinet which someone 
had discarded and also an antique typewriter. In 
contrast she now has a new desk and other 
furnishings but the original items still fill her 
office. 
The task of being the Executive Assistant to the 
President 1s one which is hard to define. According 
to Mrs. Dickinson, her job is to "pick up the bits 
and pieces". This means that Mrs. Dickinson must 
work hand in hand with the President as each 
situation arises. Last year when hearings were 
being held on ·the new judicial code, Mrs. 
Dickinson worked closely with the President so 
that she could help make the best use of his time. 
When he became unable to devote full time to this 
project she was able to step in and implement the 
document in a manner which would be helpful to 
all. 
Mrs. Dickinson feels that the President cannot 
be expected to personally handle every potential 
problem which arises. The job of President is too 
vast to permit this. By delegating these tasks to his 
Vice-Presidents and other assistants he is not 
saying that.he does-not cu~.a.bout the community 
but merely that he c;mnot proceed 3:lone, 
according to Mrs. Dickinson. The President tries to 
get the broadest input possible from his staff and 
the community but as Mrs. Dickinson pointed out, 
he is held solely responsible to the Board for final 
decisions. Mrs. Dickinson feels that the quality of 
delegating responsibility to the staff is an 
admirable one. She stated that, " A person's ego 
must not ride on every issue," for if it does the 
decisions made would not always be the best. 
When asked how she came about taking the 
position of Executive Assist~t to the President, 
Mrs. Dickinson said, "I have always had a loyalty 
to Education." It was this loyalty and a desire to 
try to help further the educational experience, 
which led her to accept the position at Ithaca 
College. 
Eileen Dickinson stated that she had always 
wanted to be a teacher but after reading 
"Academic Revolution" by Jenks and Reisman, 
she did not feel that she was qualified. The authors 
seem to say that unless one has a doctorate one 
will not be very successful in their endeavors. 
However, this has no"t kept her from offering a 
IC Hosts Festival 
By Leah Fackos 
Although the first production 
. may have left its audience 
baffled. the region 12 
•·om petition of the American 
College Theatre Festival brought 
. a weekend d10.:k full of many 
· ·• different tlavors of drama to the 
ltha.:a College .:ommunity. The 
finalists .:ompeting for the honor 
of appearing at the John F. 
Kennedy Center for the 
Performing Arts. In Washington 
O.C .. were Hunter College. 
'.\lora,·ian College, _Fordham 
llni\'ersit.,•. and Point Park 
York and New Jersey. First to 
be complimented are the many 
concerned, both students and 
faculty of the IC department, 
who gave up their weekend to 
help with the organizational 
phases_of the festival. They had 
the seemingly impossible task of 
helping each of the different 
schools adapt )lis set, lighting 
and other technicals to the 
Ithaca College's main theatre 
stage. 
Eileen.Dlcklrison :, - · 
course this semester in The Politics of. Energy. 
As Eileen Dickinson munched on h.er tuna fish 
sandwich, the conversation moved towards the 
future of Ithaca College. Mrs. Dickinson believes 
very much in private education. She feels that 
private institutions have a real fight on their hands 
if they are to survive the competition of the larger 
state schools. 
In terms of Academics, she thinks that there is 
much room for innovation. She feels that the 
p,resent system may not be the perfect onebut by 
using new and creative the goal may reach 
achievement. She feels that there must be a greater 
commitment on the part of everyone towards 
furthering private education. This "will require 
everyone's best effort and judgement", according 
to Mrs. Dickinson. 
Mrs. Dickinson sees "something magic" about 
Ithaca· College. Those outside of the institution 
Continued on page 2 
. College. Th~.festival is spon'sored 
'hy · Amerh:an Airlines and the 
··,Arneri.:an 0il Company. and its 
:'--piirpose is _!o give re,.:ognition to 
• students<'and tea,.:hers involved 
: ~ \\"it·h foi'mal .:lasses in the theatre 
:~ar-ts· in -~oHege·s and unive·rsities 
. 'throughout.:the .:ountry. ' -
, ... ,; t_ . , .. ~-. i:egion 1:? _competition, 
~-hith·,a,t,h-e IC· Drama-Speech 
The Hunter College entry, La 
Turista, by Sam Shepard,,got the 
festival started on somewhat of a 
wr.ong foot. On entering the 
theatre one was given a "Zap 
Comix ... like program, and 
found himself viewing a comic 
book type of set. However. there 
seemed to be no ties between 
these and the construction of 
th; play. Modern day 
promiscuity combined with 
andent rituals didn't evoke any 
great understanding from the 
audience of what the playwright 
A Toast- "Long Oiy s Journey 
·-,~~).a_rp~epf. ho'*·~: en~omp,asses 
. :sch()ols.::m East~· .Penn.. New 
... ,,, ..... ,- ' ,, - .. ' 
: con tf11ued on page 6 PHOTO BY ROBERT COHAN 
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people were put in segregation. 
-- A member of the Liaison 
.: Committee was transferred for 
being too militant .• !Qn 
November 8, 1972, a Black 
Solidarity Day was held. The 
250 inmates in attendance soon 
had gathered into an "exercise 
demonstration" .which, because 
of. its vig~rc;-u_s nature brought 
out. armed guards ( with gas guns, 
Attica-The Dead-Weight 
Jan.u_ary . whi~h_ ~OWeli(~ a 
good percen~ge of p~oprf.i~re 
s.till .. believe . (despite<_e~~ve 
}nvestigatioil · concluding ·to"'the 
· contrary) that the hostages' 
_deaths were caused by· slit 
throats rather than by shotgun 
wounds_ .. By Ward~- Silver Undoubtedly, there are a 
considerable number of people 
m this country who believe the 
torrid bitterness, resentment and 
fear that raged through the New 
York Correctional Facility 
known. as Attica "died" out 
within weeks of the. tragedy on 
September 13, .1971. They are 
greatly mistaken. : -Despite the 
promised amends and pledges of 
good faith, the desultory 
conditions that led to- the 
shotgun killings that day remain 
essentially the same over 16 
months later. According to the 
hberal McKay Commission that 
investigated the reasons beliind 
the rebellion: "Despite vows of 
reform, appointment of 
commissions, visits by legislators 
and special committees, there 
was no improvement in the 
conditions at Attica for months 
(after the rebellion)." 
As a matter of fact, the 
seemingly concilliatory attitude 
of the prison ·hierarchy seems to 
have become more sharply 
repressive. Approximately two 
months ago, 62 men were 
indicted on charges stemming 
from the rebellion. Strangely, 
there were no guards listed 
among . tµ~ d~fenqents, T!i-e 37 
accompanying iridictinerits list 
specifi'~. charges such as murder, 
kidnappirig, - a'nd assault · rather 
than conspiracy-a factor that 
tends to belie the assertions of 
Corrections Commissioner 
Russell Oswald and Governor 
Nelson Rockefeller that the 
rebellion was the result of a 
"Jong thought-out well 
organized plot, conceived by a 
group of hard core radical 
extremists: .. ": · 
Tension -was mounting 
These indictments follow 
heatly in the wake of a series of 
actions after the smoke had 
cleared in September I 971. For 
example: -After the prison .was 
reta'ken, 80 men were thrown 
into segregation. They were kept 
in segregation for nearly eight 
months for 24 hours a day with 
no shoes, one change of 
underwear a week, and a strip 
search everytime they went to 
visit with their family or a lawyer 
lawver. -Again,_ within the 
conciliatory framework, Inmate 
Liaison Committees were 
established. The committees 
wei:e 'fo. be essentially the 
prisoners' mout_hpiei:e. However, 
Commissioner Oswald - proved 
highly inflexible, making nearly 
every major function of- the 
Committee- come more closely 
under the hand of the warden. 
--On July 17, 1972, tensions 
came to a head. 900 of the 1200 
men then housed at Attica went 
on a work strike over the firing 
of a popular nurse, Mary 
Kingsley. Major demands were 
made including improvement of 
health care, rebuilding of the 
comissary, new clothing, 
meeting with the Inmate Liaison 
Committe.e,· Commissioner 
Oswald and others. ·-Following· 
the. _a~-9ve ip"iqeJlt· at least two.· 
DRUGS 
. ~iiot guns, and machine guns). 
. -'the next day about 100 men 
.-were pu't in segregation. 
,.,.Finally, a "Manifesto from th~ 
·Monster Attica" was sent 
outside of the prison .. Its , 
·demands were not substantially 
different from the ones made in 
September 1971. °These included 
a· call for the immediate 
.dismissal of the prison doctors, 
establishment of more. relevant 
educational programs, vocational 
training programs, improved 
conditions and.wages in 
conformity with industrial 
standards and better inmate 
representat_io~. 
Lawyers feel jury is biased 
To date, all of the defendants 
have either- pleaded not guilty or 
have had that' plea entered by 
Judge Carmen Ball for them. 
Finaily,-the bail that has been 
set has been extremely high-too 
high in fact for .raost of the 
defend en ts who are poor. Sit-ins 
within the last few weeks have 
appa_ren,tly helped 'reduce these 
bails_. 
(:ases this Friday 
Several very impor~_ant c~s_es 
will be heard this Friday. Both 
Charles Pernasilice and John Hill 
are charged with the death of 
William Quinn, a guard at Attica · 
_who was allegedly pushed out of 
a window in the rebellion.This 
cTuie bas been c~allenged 
conS1derfng" the fact that all the 
windows at Attica were known 
to have bars. The murder of a 
guard is the guard is the only 
charge that carries a mandatory 
death penalty. Three other 
in div id uals are charged with 
murder. 
TheWarsaw,NewYork"venue" The Attica Defense 
in Wyoming County appears to Committee and the Prisoners' 
be extremely. unfavorable to Coalition Rights group 
most of tl!e d~fendants 'for encourage all individuals to go 
several reasons. For instance;, ta ·Warsaw this Friday. Two 
according to a ·spok-esman for· · buses have· been obtained. They 
the Attica Prisoner'.s Rights - will leave the Africana Center 
Coalition, the grand jury could · 'and Willard Straight Union at 
very well be biased. Ali but two '9:30 a.m.and will stop off in 
of the 23 are over 30; all of front cf the Store Front (and 
them are white (there are 48 perhaps Ithaca College). The bus 
black defendents, 6 whites, 2 will return by 8:00 p.m. and will 
Native Americans and 6 Latinos) cost $4 round trip. Tickets may 
and 12 of them have admitted to be purchased at Egbert Union. 
having relatives ·or friends who The above groups join with the 
worked in Attica. Five of t-he_s_e Africana Studies Center and the 
12 admit to having friends who Cornell Bla<;k Law Caucus in 
were held hostage during the urging everyone to go to Warsaw 
rebellion. and "show their solidarity and 
keep up the defendents' 
Futhermpre, the 'd'efense · morale." 'For more ~nformaticm, 
lavlyei:s ccinductea · a· ''pcill in ' ·c'on'nic(' R'icli:.,_1<.'nig'h:t'"a't 
WyotnHtg:. Couritv _~fh' ·e·ariy ·-,'272~938-9'.' .. : ,.; -,- ·. -- · _1'', 
Continued from page 1 
q'l!aaludes as of late. Poss~ssion of such drugs is 
not illegal, according to Sullivan: It is illegal to,sell 
them without a license, however. The District 
Attorney said that his office is "not going to be in 
a position to go after this type of thing with a 
search warrant unless we can show an intent on 
the part of the person possessing such drugs to sell 
them." Sullivan is hopeful that sopors and 
quaaludes will become "scheduled drugs" so that 
it will be easier to deal with "problems with them 
in the Ithaca area." 
Cornell President Dale Corson issued a 
statement earlier this year in which he called for 
the active participation of that campus's Safety 
Division in the arrest of drug sellers. The present 
policy of the Ithaca College Safety Division 
precludes active investigation concerning drug 
trafficking. It is understood that this policy will 
remain in effect. 
In order to step up drug-related arrests and 
convictions Mr. Sullivan plans to ask the County 
Board of Representatives for additional resources. 
in addition to more monetary funds, he is calling 
for additional court facilities. Sullivan said there is 
a need for another trial courtroom in the County . 
m order to cope with the increased number of 
cases to be tried. He has not as of now 
recommended an increase in the number of 
County judges. 
Based on what he terms "recent developments" 
in the Ithaca area, Sullivan said he would place 
Sullivan also said that he will recommend jail 
sentences for anyone apprehended selling drugs. 
He pointed out that in the past first offenders have 
been given suspended sentences or otherwise 
allowed to avoid incarceration. 
The District Attorney also intends to look into 
the drug problem in local high schools and 
grammar schools. 
DICKINSON 
Continued from page 1 
., _ :!~i;;;:!:;:~~ increased emphasis on the sale of "marijuana. 
,,...,~-d~:~~-- .. ':.,:t-· .. ·: _" ~ointing ~:>Ut_ tha_t local a~thorit_ies hav~. not 
feel that the school is a dynamic entity and is 
moving in the right direction. She feels that the 
community sometimes becomes discouraged 
-. ·,. -'1'!i~'.":.~~~..;;~~-\~' :mvolved themselves heavily _with manJuana 
-i~~ -~~~~®''-:. · :trafficking·in the_ past, he said -th.e situation "has 
"1.
09.,4~ ,· .. A:.~ _. --~ -gotten out ·of hand." He said that his office will 
.: · ' _;,~ begin to se_ek ou~ and prosecute those involved in 
· :marijuana trafficking "on any scale at all." He 
'tmphasiz~cl: t~at the intent is ·nqt to apprehend 
:those · who_ possess only "small: quantities" of 
marijuana... . : . 
: because ·they -see. the many problems which-come 
about. However, she warns that we must not 
overlook the many good· things which are 
happening~. '.Sne·: stated that the "dynamic" 
. atmosphei:e· of -this- institution Will help it to mOVt'1 
forward. · . · 
- District-Attorney-William Sullivan - ~ .. ~ . . . _,, ~- ... Much concf:rn h_as been ·expressed by campus : and o"ther . 'officials- over the use of sop ors or 
In the final analysis, Mrs. Dickinson plans to 
remain at Ithaca . (;ollege for some time. Her 
dynamism will certalnly play a part in achieving 
this institution's.S<?;il.s, 
•studeD.t·.Col\gr;s_s 
. . . . .. ~ 
By Ken Holcombe 
The J.C. Student Congress, 
upon recommendation of the 
Housing a·nd Dining Commjttee, 
voted ·Tuesday night to 
recommend that in-room maid 
service in campus dorms be 
terminated. 
The proposal was made in the 
hope of offsetting the expected 
I~% increase in Housing 
ell.pcnses for 1973-74. An 
estimated S:?5,000 will be saved 
if Housutg authorities approve 
the proposal. 
The Activities Committee 
recommended ·that Mariholics 
Anonymous lose representation 
and funding of Congress. The 
Committee claims that the 
representatives and organizers of 
the group are no longer students 
and that the organization serves 
no useful purpose. 
The committee's 
recommendation was turned 
: down in .a vote of 9-1.'.>-l l. 
- Mariholics now has two more 
. Y._'.eeks in which to "prove itself' 
in order to retain good standing 
in the Congress. 
The Activities Committee also 
recommended that the 
representatives of Congress take 
a "one-day outing" in the near 
future in order to discuss the 
directions the Congress is taking 
and its . functions. The holiday __ 
would reportedlv be finance~ be 
Congress funds which come 
from the students' pockets._ 
Discussion on the . proposed·' 
outing was tabled for further 
action. 
The Community Health and 
Safety Committee reported that 
it is studying the College policies 
concerning confidentiality of 
student records. Records under 
study include Health, Judicial, 
Academic, and Financial. The 
Committee plans to introduce 
legislation where iL finds that 
s_tudents' rights are being 
violated. 
The Activities Committee is 
also studying the parking 
situation at the Garden 
• Apartments; There have been 
complaints of inadequate 
lighting and other complaints. 
Vice Chairperson of the 
Congress Abby Cox announced 
that there are still three 
positions open on the body's 
Committee on Committees. She 
urged that interested students 
from any S~hool or Division 
contact her. 
,' ... .-·1 
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The Ending of Two Wars 
By Richard J. Daly . , . 
One wonders ·which one· History will resolution and subsequent war appropriation bills, silent majority, disillusioned as it might have been, 
iudge the greater accomplishment. This thought so too.·did.it play "follow·the leader" with respect refused to countenance the ravings of its various 
comes to mind as one reflects on tl'le fact that to the. various Great Society programs. In ·both lunatic fringe groups. Little wonder then that the 
.ri: · Richard Nixon: w:· 'irt tbe course· of a w.ciek, Jns~~· it·can, b~ ~rgu¥,;P,Jtl'1 serious pla1m·ina, . people _lo~~~ for,.'.1law and order,"'-~t the most 
·. , , · . presided: ·over the rfefl'!ise of twa of dte ~costly .-let _-·•tone;. t~litinS, was,~~nt iii . Consre~; · .. · '·: ap·pealin$ ~gan·of the;, 1968 presidential- campaign 
·, .. ,"1·:··.!and :dfvisivef:oonfikfs,·in ·,'~:.':hiiito#;'>f, theo · · Hl)J?~',Hf'J-~emt,led, ~ .in:mteUect~:: :. ·,~as:':Bring,U.s.Toaea~e,:.':, : ,,.·, . · 
·.·; ,, .-: ~ :A merici,d·l'teltl}htf~· t~ W'ar in:>~fetn,am llfl°41-'tbe . ,coh~,· ailq'fpnunisedJ:~~.,th~. Ilotion~·,that ~;/ _.: '.-.;; Oddly ~O\llh;, tite_:.g~ I of bo~h the War DI.' . 
f ,. f;~~r 'btf.P~~v~e.:. frorpJ~i~!6Wki·'.~re ··: ·~m,~ .. f~fMBd.itqre oftp11ew~mei;taj, monies 'qt.:-····· Y,ietnam: .~ tb.e·.-'!ar..:.on.Poverty' 'f/ere adMirable .. 
; • · .::~ :l.0•amLblood~': qaefi-r'of., t.hese'~flicffltad·:'Htuc11::,m .. :-. ··' · ~i~,t, ''.lO. ~e;; ~~fil\r· both, the; War• . .:· .c ·., Ul Purp.~~-anc;t Jl~~le in, PrinciI?le, f,c,w, if any, · 
.. , . · , c.oirlmon-~' 'not /ta~;least'·~'Bf. wi'ucP.'W1is ... tlti!ir ··;·.·"Vs~~· ,a,ut•. ~~ -War~=::overty event'O~lly':c,;,.~;·.A.m~¥8'~,,.~~cbal\enge the~·in.that'respect: 
, · ·J-.~i"miiltari~ciu#.Snsorstiip=· by,· ,',tynd8nI~:J~aines ·.{jjb,~c.~~ei;,~~~~ _ p~:.and, ·woi'ley·~A,J:i~·~e:,,~~ .~~; lay not.:~e}le. espousal ·of' 
· :~.,i~},~~o~ :::·~~~~~ .. ~e~f C!~~~F,in~gh,· · ~· :·':: ~~~"-.'.'.·< ~":: !1 .'· t?··::_;:.: • •<' 1..:~·,. · , :·· : y•';!1f,rc . th$ g~ l,.u~:U.0·1'111~ · Qf!:fll~it> · Je~lizaf!l9n. 
,. ,:· :«:ohH?1dt!N"wt~.lheJ!,t~m.,... ;.b~)- · ,·. • .~·'!firacfl.at::these,.tw,icon~i:ts,on'.t,he p~c· .. , Jnste!ldpf, ·~)(;·~ans and Ja.cil.e,,clic~g, the· 
. r •• ~\ .. _ :'P ,A ·ti'a~'a Ogur~.iJ;the.; otii~::,idedtue with ; .... tons<Jibusness WIIS': Ukewise 'm'arkedly ·similar,:·~ a gqvemm~nt sb~~cl~ have seoken 1l!or# -hQnestly 
· .'. : :almost m~bid'~'iinabinilty, aii:cJ.\\lll!' ivas.;: this- ;: ·''lie'P.l-1'~lth., ·m rteith~r,.1ii.·se:·.dict"the goveri\iriertW- .. an~: ... proceed~ •. niore realistic.dly;, that is, the 
' . _.'tough-hewrt,lleir'tq the cltlmericai.:warld;·that was_. .. display./tiny.'real confidence in•the 'people of the people, from:~ start of each,:war effort, should 
Camelot; tha~.one .~uch as he was:abruptly forced counti'y .. ~~ric,ra•her than reason; was the totj1,, .~ave ~een tol~ that such .goals were not 
to"su·cceed- to the dazzling. Prince ChUming nu of the government; mw:h.was promised; little v,j\S- unmed1ately obt.amable, that a long, hard, and 
doubt made.-. traged<y--poliHcaJ. aJ -:;well as O'ltplairu!:1;1-: .- Looking. over .. past pronouncements. ,... oftentimes frustrating road to victory was all that 
personal-:-ine'vita'bte .. since, in a vai~· effo~ to be concenung the War in Vietnam and the War on· ' cou~d be promis~. In short, there was the need to 
plus· royaliste.,,qoe le roi, to furn shadow into Poverty, one gets the ·impress.ion that officials in' ·. . remmd people that wars of any sort cannot be 
substance~ to transform, .·in effect, .Kennedy Washington considered the citizenry incapable·of fought on the <;heap, in any sense. Of course, it 
·rhetoric into.Johnson reality, LBJ, not unlike the rationally discussing the issues at hand. Given fhis could be argued that the people themselves didn't 
heroes of ancient myth, brought down upon sort of elitist disdainfulness it was but natural want to hear the truth: conditioned as they were 
himself ·the wrath of gods appalled by the most that, once both war efforts began to sour, there by_ an" instantized" society that expected quick, 
outrageous· of all .human sins: pride. Nowhere was was· strong popular revulsion throughout the Pa.J.?less, and complete solutions to so many of 
that pride more arrogantly apparent than in his country. Shattered illusions were followed by their day-to-day ailments, perhaps they simply 
1965 State; of the Union message where, to the shattering explosions -in the ghettos, on the couldn't accept this fact. Yet, even if this were the 
applause of Congress assembled ~d the .. nation at campuses even on Main Street where Weathermen case ( and , to compound the American tragedy, 
large, LBJ reaolutely insisted that' Wtl could indeed competed with Minutemen, where Black Panthers there ~ strong evidence to supportthis- gloomy 
have both guns and butter, thereby initiating both competed with Red Necks, where all sorts of conte~tio?), those who excercised power still had 
the War in Vietnam and the War on Poverty. fanatics competed with one another i.n a nihilistic an obligation to speak franklv. 
Other, less apparent, similarities abound with spree of violence to see which could burn the most The decision on the part of the Nixon 
respect to .these two conflicts; indeed, it is quite buildings, insult the most important figure, Administration to disengage from both conflicts, 
striking how much tl,ley resemble one another in desecrate the most cherished social symbol, or coming as it does after the investment of so many 
terms of funding conduct, and resolution.- Each assassinate the most representative figure of the resources in each and before the successful 
was, for example, the "President 's War" in that it opposing group. The social fabric being extremely completion of either, will certainly engender much 
was the Executive Branch which controlled it fragile under the best of circumstances these bitterness and recrimination. Nevertheless, in light 
almost absolutely; just as Congress followed the brutal incisions into it seemed to threaten 'to tear f h 1 o t e very rea damage inflicted an society by 
President's lead in passing the Tonkin Gulf the whole society apart, even though the vast, both, the decision, however painful, had to be 
A Touch of Hospitality 
By Holly Ranger 
Wanted: Ithaca .College students interested in 
Ithaca_ College. T~ose infer~sted i;n giving two 
hours a week to prospective students. visiting the. 
college- for the first time, -special groups. 'who have 
come_ for concerts, departmental guests, special 
guests of the president, and alumni. We are a 
student service organization, not a sales 
department. We need students interested in 
learning the facts, facing the facts, and 
incorporating them into a comprehensive view of 
the college which can give visitors a true picture of 
Ithaca College. We are the President's Host 
Committee. 
President's Host began under President Howard 
Dillingham as an elitest group of.specially selected 
,tudent leaders who acted as tour guides and 
ll,hers at special functions. Now, under President 
! I Iii~ Phillips, it is made: up largely of students with 
.1 v a r i c: t y....., o f pc rs o n a Ii t i es, i n t t: re st s and 
ha.:kgrounds. However, they do share one very 
important interest-that of the joy and excitement 
of meeting people. 
At the January 26th meeting of the committee, 
we dected a new slate of officers for the 
11)7 J-197 4 school year. They are: Chairman-Dotti 
Bentley. Vice-C'hairman-Russ Lyons; 
Secrt:taries-Robin Kalik and Marci Weinstein 
I Nancy Shapiro will take Marci's place as 
co-secretary second semester). The committee felt 
that it wis important to note the fact that the 
-T6e-1Ja11011t 
slate of officers elected has grown with the 
enlargement of the committee from the original 
twenty-five to sixty. The need for more officers 
has arisen from an increase in responsibility to the 
students, the faculty, and the administration of 
Ithaca College. 
We are now in the process of recruiting new 
members for ne)!:t· year. In order to join the 
committee you must be sincerely interested in 
presenting honestly the good and the bad aspects 
of Ithaca College. We do not need students just 
interested in having something to put on their 
resumes or to use their positions as personal 
soap-boxes. We do need students who can describe 
Ithaca College as it really is. 
A selection committee made up of committee 
members will interview interested students on 
their general knowledge of the campus. We ask the 
questions we are mo~t often dskcd. Although the 
''typical campus leader" 1s no longer a prime 
candidate it is important that a candidate have 
poise, ease in meeting people, and patience with 
those who may be difficult. If a candidate is 
accepted on the other points, his final test consists 
of a performance test in conducting two tours. 
Students must demonstrate responsibility such as 
punctuality and dependability. We are dependent 
on Hosts meeting their schedules. 
If you think you are this kind of person, 
contact Holly Ranger, Chairman, at 274-3267, or 
Joanne Klausner, Secretary, at 277-3514, for more 
information. 
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made. The nation must heal its wounds. There is, 
of course, the danger which must that equally 
unrealistic cliches will repalce the now discredited 
slogans (already one hears them being spouted), 
but that is the danger which must.by courted in 
this .time of reassessment. One has to pay the 
piper. At the same time, however, it is possible to 
evaluate these twin dramas of recent years in a 
relatively dispassionate manner even within the 
framework of the heretotone 'divided academic 
community. Talcing advantage of the temporary 
respite afforded the nation by the Nixon 
Administration, might not the Right and Left on 
this campus come together in order to grapple 
with these iss.ues? An appropriate agenda for such 
an encounter could be framed in the following 
manner: Was the War in Vietnam or the War on 
Poverty a question of "too much, too soon"? How 
say you? 
_ We're Stai'rting Off 1973 
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Why Don't You Start Off 
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1457 East Shore Dr. 
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Editorial A RU.NA.WAY EDITO~IAL _. -. ~~. - ,:;~· ~ ' .. 
Often it is said that this space is overly negative. There is no 
inherent reason why this should be so. Granted, many newspapers 
thrive on controversy. And certainly the antithetical basis for such 
controversy cannot be underestimated. It is a newspaper's vital 
function to chip away at the everyday bullshit (and we may just as 
well face it 'cause that's what it is). 
We should stop then to consider the moral of Jules Feiffer's Little 
Murders which is that on this ship of life it may also be worth it to 
notice and perhaps even appreciate our life of shit (we may learn 
something). 
Tonight we are writing an editorial on editorials. This is neither 
self-contradictory nor self-congratulatory. We're doing it because it 
had to be done. That is why we're here tonight and you are 
somewhere out there tomorrow. Ah, there you go again. Pomting at 
the negativism. Tying the ever-tightening Langian knot. Who knows? 
We may m some way be pointing out a 
paradox (par a doks), n. I. A tenet contrary to 
received opinion; also an assertion or 
sentiment seemingly contradictory or 
opposed to common sense 
of this institution-that is, how sad it is that this "community" has 
set goals for itself that it will never achieve. A community's survival 
TO THE EDITOR: 
In the two days since the 
Armistice Observance in Ford 
Hall, I have personally had 
favorable comments from many 
of the people that attended. On 
the other hand, I have also had 
several people ask me a question 
that I arri certain arose in the 
mmds of the vast majority of 
students and faculty here at 
Ithaca College: "I'm glad, too, 
that the war is over, but what 
was the sense of having an 
observance to mark the coming 
of the peace?" This certainly is 
not an invalid question, even in 
the minds of the individuals who 
cooperated in . the planning of 
the observance, but there is what 
I consider to be a sound answer 
to it. 
For most Americans, the war 
jn southeast Asia is a totally 
passive experience; they never 
even saw the money they earned 
that funded it, and 
co111parat1vcly few had more 
than remote contact with those 
who were killed and wounded. 
But those who saw the evils of 
the war and began to speak and 
work against our mvolvement in 
it soon found out that the WJr 
was J wry active process, and 
that the \truggle to end that 
,1ct1v1ty was an equally active 
proce~s. 111 and of itself. 
If we are truly going to have 
.. a generation of peace," then it 
is my conv1ct10n that America 
lmeamng .ill Americans) must 
work even harder at making 
peace than it did at making war. 
Once peace has been established, 
preservation of that peace 
depends entirely on the active 
involvement of every American 
in the caus.: of pt:ace-peace in 
their own hearts, peace at home, 
and peace abroad. Had this been 
the case ten years ago. Viet Nam 
111 igh t not have become the 
tragedy it did. 
This point was principal in the 
minds of th~ people who 
in it i ate d the a r.m is.tic e 
observance. but beyond that. we 
folt that it would be fitting for 
Amerkans to join together as a 
community-not as a collective-to 
remember those who died on all 
sides of this contlict. and pay 
them the tribute of admitting 
that War. as ont' of man's biggest 
111 is takes. has been unjust to 
tht'm. It may bt' too late to do 
tht'm any bodily good. but the 
human race-America in 
particular-will not come of age 
until it learns to confess to 
making human mistakes. 
Finally. we wished to be 
some lives have 
been saved by the official 
cessation of hostilities. Even if it 
turns out to be just one solitary 
life, a lot of needless grief was 
spared. 
In summation, the sense of 
having an observance was to 
encourage active participation of 
the college community in the 
peace, to bring together those 
who wished to participate so 
they could relate to each other 
and renew their community. It 
was the spirit of 
wha t-d iff erence-does-it-make 
that got us into that w·ar, and we 
desired to exorcise that spirit. 
The end of the war makes a big 
difference to a lot of people in 
the armed forces, their families, 
and to the forgotten ones of 
Viet Nam, so it should make as 
much of a difference to each of 
us, if we lose our ability to 
empathize, we become 
something less than human. . 
TO THE EDITOR: 
Peace & joy, 
Marty Nott 
Let us rejoice because the war 
on the Vietnamese people has 
come to an end. In the 
meantime, let us recognize that 
our direct involvement has 
ended because the American 
people forced President Nixon 
into a Peace Treaty: Eugene 
McCarthy forced the Peace 
Treaty. George McGovern forced 
the Peace Treaty, the protest 
marches in Washington, in 
Ithaca, at Kent State University, 
and all over the country- all of 
us forced President Nixon into 
the signing of a Peace Treaty. 
Now that American involvement 
has ceased in Vietnam ( has, it 
really?) there should be a war 
trial for President Nixon, who 
prolonged it as long as it pleased· 
him. He should answer for-
almost 3 million Vietnamese 
killed, he should answer for the. 
students killed at Kent State; he · 
should answer for a divided 
nation ravishe.d by war. . 
There is· ·a cease fire (How· 
long will it>last?) ·but NOT 
thanks to President. Nixon. Even 
on the day.the treaty was being 
signed in. Paris,- one American 
was being killed in the war. ' 
When will peace come to his 
i'a-rents· hearts? There may be a 
Peace Treaty. but there is no 
peace in Vietnam. I am sad to 
see that the plan to bring peace 
to Southeast Asia still remains 
!\tr. '.'lixon·s best kept secret. I 
believe that a man's deeds 
represent his link with 
immortality. If it is so, 
Nixon's share in the v·ietnam 
war has earned him a very 
shameful immortality. Let us 
realize that the only difference 
between a hero and a derelict is 
that the former is on the 
winning side. The extermination 
of a human being is a killing, no 
matter which side you are on.' 
President Nixon said many times 
that American involvement in 
Vietnam could only be ended 
with honor; he wanted "victory 
with honor." The Peace Treaty 
signed on Saturday, January 27, 
197 3 could have been signed 
three or four years ago, under 
the same " honorable " terms. 
President Nixon could have done 
it but he did NOT. I am asking: 
What is more important, human 
Jives or honor? Neither History 
nor Philosophy can answer that 
but a man's sense of living. 
Edward de Aguero 
Department of Foreign Languages 
TO THE EDITOR: 
The Administration of l.C. 
has succeeded in attaining one of 
its goals this year. The goal 
being the death of the Ithaca 
College Varsity Track Team. The 
Administration's first step in this 
_ murder was taking away from 
the track team what it needs 
most, a track. The second step 
and clincher was taking away its 
coach. The reason for the 
abolition of varsity track was 
that without it there would be 
more money (though a small 
amount) for other varsity 
programs, such as fall baseball, 
winter baseball and spring 
baseball. After having conferred · 
with Dean Koch and Mr. Wood 
in the fall, they both seemed to 
be optimistic about there being a 
a winter and a spring track team. 
Well, the winter season is half 
over with no trace of a track 
team, and all the spring varsity 
~r-:>rts have or will begin practice 
t .• s week, but again there is no 
trace of a track team. Dean 
Koch and Mr. Wood are guilty of 
the worst personal trait, greed. 
They both kn'ew that the track 
'team would not be· able to exist 
without a track, . even though 
·some crazy I.C. students who 
enjoy running around iri circles, 
hoped that a team would be able 
to live. '.'llow the baseball team 
will be able to take the money 
from the track team "legally" 
instead of swindling it, as it has 
done in the past' three years, for 
their annual trip down south. As 
a member of the track team last 
year and knowing what the 
difficulties were last year. Dean 
- -! 
that is so heavily dependent on monetary contributions can nev~r 
get it together as it so desperately must on the immaterial lev.el. 
Strange, when one thinks of the immaterial. The most basic 
communication-everything is understood, doesn't have to be 
bargained or swindled for. It's a dream we of "that dangerous age" 
(as Jonathan Winters' Maude Frickert would say) seemed to have 
once. The San Franciscos, Woodstocks (where John Sebastian "had a 
dream" too). Some of us climb up on the mountain lookin' for 
dreams. But then too often we see the nightmares-the Altamonts 
and the sickie blues junkies; the Kent and Jackson States; the ghost 
of Vietnam that re_fuses to fade away. 
Many of us find a way out (Fuller-not up or down but out). And 
ar~n·t sopors making the big time? It's better than carrying a bottle 
of cheap Spanish red into the next Grand Funk (heavy!) concert 
which is a hassle and which also screws up your date cause when th~ 
bottle was confiscated at the door you knew, damn, now I'll never 
ball her and all the Farner kilowatts of fuzz won't zap her on your 
behalf. So why did I waste $IO to come here, get hassled and lose 
my hearing? Then that little bulb lights up above your skull. You 
re?1ember go~d old Roarin' Charlie's got some sopors. You spy him 
with crazy Alice ... you tag hi~ then pin him down: Hey man, you 
got any of them crazy jumpin' beans?" You score. 
Well, as they say "them's the blues" and there just ain't no way. 
Four years isn't that long. Soon you'll be in your own Blue Heaven 
and if you're real lucky, Pat Boone may baptize you in his 
pool-saddle shoes and all. 
Koch· and Mr Wood made me 
realize that they won the war, 
with themselves collecting the 
spoils, and the I.C. trackmen left 
with nothing but frustrations 
and apathy. 
Steven Wilson 
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By Christ~e Kellogg 
Let's get this straight. Who rushes whom? 
There's a lot of rushing going on at the 
beginning of a semester. Students are almost 
rushing teachers. Teachers are sort of rushing 
students. Boys are definitely rus_hing girls, and vice 
versa_ Schools are rushing transfers in; and other 
transfers are rushing out. And finally, at this time 
of the y-ear, sororities and fraternities at every 
Greek letter speckled college in the U.S. are 
rushing new members. 
I always used to wonder how one rushed a 
sorority or a fraternity. All of my life I had read 
about freshman frat pledges rushing "really good 
fraternities on the row". And every girl worth her 
chap stick has read at least five cunning novels 
about stuck up sorority sisters in cashmere 
sweaters with rich daddys who would never let 
Poot Anne who works in Woolworths after class 
for- pin money("lmagine the utter crassness!"), 
join the sisterhood. We all read the books all the 
way through and as we were reading we knew that 
they "would get theirs" anyway, when Anne 
started dating the captain of the football, baseball, 
soccer, lacrosse or rugby team. After we finished 
the book we'd learned that if you want to date the 
captain of the team you know where you better 
work; and we also learned that it was wise to stay 
out of cashmere sweaters if you want to get ahead 
'in th1s world. But we didn't learn any more about 
rushing or about rush parties. 
1 can't talk about male rush parties, frat rushes, 
or male::pledges. (Well I can, but I won't). I can 
only honestly t~lk abol).t what I've· picked up at 
several sorority rush parties :1t several colleges. I 
cannot talk about Ithaca College Sorority parties, 
-since all the sororities parties I'ye ever gone to 
were held at those all girl semi-seven sister-Ivy 
League school, type of college. That's where all 
the girls are called Candy, or Julie, or Boopie and 
are majoring in Fine Arts and wear matching 
paisley underwear. As a matter of fact I hear that 
the· sorority parties at LC. are really very pleasant 
and a lot of fun. 
Anyway_, . these sorority parties go- something 
like this: You walk into the sorority house quietly 
and sedately; but not so quietly and sedately that 
you resemble a musty blanket or a b·ox of 
Aspergum. You look at the sorority sisters. The 
sorority sisters look at you. You size them up 
quickly,: They size you up slowly. They' look at 
each other, while you look at some potato chips in 
an imitation '.chipped glass bowl placed tastefuly in 
the center Qf· a dark-mahogany coffeetable with 
waxed scratches.-They offer a potato chip io you 
and you accept~ even if you are on a bland diet 
and have just brushed your teeth.- . .' . 
While you lick the salt from. your lips, you 
wonder with half your mind how you ever 
happened to stumble into this den of losers; and 
how the hell are you gonna get out of there with 
some semblance of grace. The other half of your 
mind is devoted to making yourself appear 
desirable, attractive and a welcome and 
worthwhile addition to this group of extremely 
clever, well educated, and refined young ladies 
who must lead terribly exciting lives if the 
knowing looks on pe-ople's faces mean anything. 
You are very nice to everyone; and everyone is 
very cordial to you. They slowly begin to make 
vague allusions among themselves,(But not so 
vague that you don't catch them and file them 
away to mull over while the electric rollers are 
heating up.)· in very casual tones, tq those re~lly 
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"good fraternities on the row, you know where" 
whose members are just all over the house trying to 
date and marry the sisters and make them rich 
doctor's wives. 
By now either you've been drawn into the heat 
and heart of the thing, and are ready to defend 
yourself, your dorm, your floor, and your scared 
social life to the hilt; or you are silently creeping 
toward the door hoping the next sorority is 
handing out Fritos. So you try to counter this 
barrage of insinuation and point blank tell the 
sweeties about the winter carnival weekend where 
"they" made you Miss Tau Delta; and all about 
the Spring Fling where you had three dates and 
couldn't decide which boy to go with. You end 
this all by flatly stating ("Just between we girls, 
you know"), that those frat, men in that house 
on the row" have absolutely no background. 
They're animals. You fix 'em, but good. 
Before you leave the house, you exchange 
several subtle knowing glances with the more 
established looking girls. You know you're in. 
They know you're in. You understand each other. 
All the while you're telling yourself what a farce 
and a waste this whole thing is and if you don't 
get a little white card in "the mail from these 
loonies asking you to join within a week, you'll 
die. 
That's the way rush parties go at "those girls 
schoois". Fun? In a way .. .Interesting? Positively. I 
hope reading this has in no way discouraged 
anyone from ever going to a rush party. Because 
writing it hasn't discouraged me. In fact, next 
week I'm heading up to the sororities at LC. to 
give their potato chips a try. 
Racis111 on Caltlpus 
"Racism on Campus - - -Or, 
Snow White Meets Little Black 
Sambo" 
Part I 
(Note:The words "blacks" and 
"whjtes" will be_ u_seq, realizing 
there are other· . ethnic. groups 
and diverse opinions on 
campus.) 
At the outstart, let me make 
dear that I realize several books 
..:ould be written on the subject 
of racism on campus. I hope 
only to raise some questions for 
thought and discussion based on 
my thoughts and observations 
after three years at IC. This is 
the first of two installments for 
your examination and criticism. 
To begin, let us look at course 
offerings at IC. What courses are 
there to really meet some of the 
needs and interests of blacks? 
So me courses in black history, 
minority relations, etc., have 
been offered. But in many cases 
I h ese were designed more to 
IV1ost 
meet the stupidity o( whites in 
these areas than the interest of 
blacks. Sometimes blacks in 
these classes become 
"m_onolithic", spokesman for 
the ;e~tjr~. b}~ck popu1ation .iJ1 
Amenc'i( Although their insights 
and experiences are of great 
value, they may have other 
things to do than telling whites 
interesting racist incidents, to 
which white students often 
respond with a shaking of the 
head. I believe we should have 
some dynamic, stimulating 
professor (black) who will stir 
up some real soul searching (no 
pun intended) among both 
blacks and whites. Although it 
would be nice to have several 
such professors, it may be a 
struggle to get one, for one sees 
few black professors on campus, 
and there are various factors 
entering into obtaining such a 
professor. Black studies at I.C. 
might be something for the ens 
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to look into. (CIIS is the Center 
for Individual and 
Interdisciplinary Studies). 
In a similar vein, let me note 
that some courses of interest for 
blacks interested in Africa are 
being offere·d. Anthropology 
courses centering on Sub-Sahara 
Cultures and Modern Africa have 
been offered. Rumor has it that 
because a white professor 
teaches it, the course might not 
be very valuable. This is 
prejudice and poppycock of 
some of the highest order. Not 
all blacks believe this, but black 
enrollment is quite sparse, for 
whatever reason, and it is a 
shame when there are at least 
two courses on Africa from 
which both blacks and whites 
could equally benefit. To think a 
white professor cannot teach 
things related to black history 
and heritage is as absurd as saying 
a black professor couldn't teach 
whites a good deal about "their" 
heritage. 
Now let u& tum to another 
matter which has come up on 
campus in the past-the black 
dorm. Should there be one? 
There are, as always, arguments 
for and against. Popular ones 
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are: AGAINST a black dorm- (I) 
It would be segregation all over 
again. (2) It would result in less 
black-white relations on campus. 
(3) It would be giving special 
privileges. FOR a black dorm-
( 1) Due to cuiturai differences, 
conflict in dorms, and identity 
reasons, blacks can grapple with 
their particular problems as a 
group. (2) Other interest-groups 
have their own dorms, and just 
because their interests arise from 
their blackness, they should not 
be restricted from having a 
dorm. (3) It is largely a matter 
of whites con trolling blacks. 
First, we had segregation (and 
do today), but now many whites 
want to "get together" to 
mix ... and match?- So they say, 
at least. If whites want blacks 
mixed up in the dorms, they 
have the power to do so on 
campus. 
Although I believe that 
understanding is increased by 
black-white contact, whites 
often expect (or force) blacks 
into making the contacts. 
Without _understanding, 
awareness, and education, 
enforced integration often leads 
to mental segregation. 
Arguments for a black dorm are 
stressed here because they are 
sometimes overlooked as being 
intrinsically or "morally" wrong 
(depending on one's morals). A 
black dorm will not break or 
make the situation between 
ethnic groups in America. 
Furthermore, I wonder how 
many white students would 
Continued on page 9 
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crr 
,,'. 'J ••• , _ •. 
Americ.an College. 
continued from page I 
wa~ trying to communicate. 
'\ !though the set of the second 
al:t was a great deal more 
rcali~tic than that of the first, it 
\eemed to do nothmg more than 
add greater confusion to the end 
n.:\ult. The redeeming factors of 
lhc \how came in the form of 
two delightfully colorful witch 
tlnl:tor~. and a strangely 
Lc1pt1vating Father and son 
Joctor team. If one happened to 
m1~~ 1t m the program, one 
would never have guessed that 
the two pairs were played by the 
\ame pair of actors. 
Moravian College from 
Bet hie hem, Pennsylvania took 
the stage Friday night to present 
Machiavelli's The Mandrake. The 
pulse of the festival began to rise 
as the jovial proceedings of this 
production filled the air. All the 
standards of a Renaissance 
drama were on hand, with the 
added extras of a well-done 
Punch and Judy show, and a 
recorder consort to keep the 
production flowing between 
scenes. The music added greatly 
and Marc Horwitz should be 
commended not only for 
composing it, but for showing 
the many facets of his talents by 
also taking on the male lead_ His 
musical talents, however, slightly 
outshone his acting. The show 
seemed to wear its age a bit 
more poorly than other favorites 
of today from that period, and 
the energy level tended to 
decline now and then when the 
performers didn't have some 
kind of gimmick to incorporate 
with their depictions. 
The highlight of the festival, 
to this reviewer, was Sah,1rday 
night's extremely impressive 
performance of Eugene O'Neill's 
Long Day's Journey Into Night, 
Presented by Fordham 
University. This very challenging 
production had a fow problems 
in the acting department, but 
·the audience on the who!,· 
s e e m e d in a.we of th, 
smoothness of the show. and th, 
fact that they had been watdw1.: 
for four hours. rather than th·· 
conventional two and a half o. 
three hour form that the theat,. 
of today takes. 
Two first-rate charactl 
interpretations were given in th:. 
performance that cannot g 
unmentioned. Norm Duttweik 
gave a sterling portrayal t• 
James Tyrone Jr., having had a·; 
ease and assurance about hll:! 
that. no one in the show was abk 
to match. Frank Georgianna ab, 
gave a distinguished depiction c,t 
·Tyrone Sr. Tfie part was a gre,,, 
deal more complex than that 01 
junior, and he did a superb joh 
of keeping the characte· 
consistently believable. 
Rounding out the weekend 
(very conveniently presented on 
Sunday) was Salvation a roe\. 
musical, Point Part College·, 
entry to the competition. It wa, 
a dynamic show that abounded 
with energy on the part of ih 
eight performers. It hardly seem, 
fair to make a comparison 
between this rollickin~ 
experience and the other thre~ 
more conventional dramas, but 
the performance definite!:, 
helped to end the festival on .1 
high note of expertise. 
Very rarely does one find .111 
exceptional female vocalist, in .1 
college drama production, b111 
Point Park has a rare gem 111 
Elizabeh Austin. The euphoni, 
quality of her voice made f<,r 
sheer listening pleasure. 
Sunday's production scem~d 
to have the greatest ap'peal to 1h 
audience, but this revi_ewer fecb 
that the over-all momentum ot 
Saturday night's production w1,J 
place it in the number on: 
category with the judg!!s. 
The four schools left lthac.1 
not knowing the results of their 
·~ ... .._--~-. 
,,,_._ 
-· . . :. . • •' . . ' .. ' :,··.·._.·,·-'L-, .• /,11,,,'), .~ •.• ;· 
.,. .... r, -';,, ··s 'J, .,: , ,. ·,-,';,·!-~ .......... _~ '1 \·, .... , .,· •• • .. : , ~' -::. :.::. •• " -· ~. {, • ;:.,.,. • ' "" 
t~·-. Festival at IC , 
efforts. Fmahsts to be st'nt 1 ,, 
Washington D.C. will not [,,. 
not1fit'd unttl IJte 111 Fd,ruJr) . 
.1fter JI! the regions han: 
p1es.ented their sho,,s in 
,L' mi-final .:om pet 1t1011s. likt: the 
.,ne here !Jst \\"t'ekend. 
ro this renew.:rs knowkdg.:. 
ld,e last year. each of tht' schools 
11 .irtil'ipatmg hJd to pay Its own 
.-,penses as wL·ll as an entry fr,• 
!"his includes transporting not 
<111ly cast members but also the 
tonnage of scenery. Then of 
,·Durse there are the added 
,·,penses ,,r !L1dg111g .ind meals 
Tlus 111.1kes the quest1,ll1 arise ,,1 
ho\\' sd1,,L1ls ,, ith li11111,·d budt,·h 
.:an b,· e,pe.:ted-1,, j,,111 tilt' 
the.lire ft'sti\'al. 
One of !ht' partk1pants. ~larL· 
llor\\'it 7. L'omm,•nt.:d on th,' 
lest1,·al. "'lt"s a L·hanL·e to se,· 
d1ffa,·nt produ,·t1011s. a d1.111L·e 
1,1 C\'al1:.1t,· d1ffe1ent th,·.1tr,' 
d '-' p .i r r m ,. n rs In d I f fr r ,. n r 
sd1ools ... lt gi\'t:s you .1 d1.111L·,· to 
se,· the development 111 oth,·1 
collL•ges and un1v,·1s1t1,·, 
throughout the nrnnt ry ... 
Dr. Brown Receives 
Drama Festival Award 
B.y Leah Fackos 
Dr. ·Firman H. Brown, 
professor and chairman of the 
Ithaca College department of 
Drama Speech was 
presented an "Award of 
l:xcellence" last Thursday night 
:1s the curtain went up on the 
1egion 12 competition of the 
.\ merican College Theatre 
l'estival. 
The regal gold medallion, 
c:reated and presented by Amoco 
Otl Company. was presented to 
Dr. Brown by Joel Power, 
I· astern Area public relations 
,1ipervisor who was representing 
the company. Mr. Power was 
1 n trod u c ed by the northeast 
re gi o na'l chairman of the 
.-\ merican College Theatre 
Festival, William Kingsley. 
l'o\';cr, in announcing ,the 
sL'iect'ion. cited Dr. Brown for 
"his dedication to the 
development of college drama," 
.1nd his ''emphasis on 
.. Stut!.e,1111! l•medlate 
·~ms···· ;-MonthlyPay~~ts 
.. .-f , ·Car' .-fn111rance • 
:'~ -~ id.• ln_111rance. . . 
:•~ •·-..r......=(.r ... ·-:; _ ... ;'. - . 
r,e-~Newhart Ins. 
~~-..:.··,.~.._\.Q•· .. ••· ...... - .. 
101!.1!1. St•t• SI. 273•6Jtl 
creativity." He also noted l11Jt 
"Becaust.! of the work of people 
like Dr. Brown. we are now able 
to see see J college theatre 
festival which is national 111 
scopeJ firmly established as Jn 
annual event of significance." 
Last year the gold medallion 
was presented to Henry Hewes. 
· drama critic for the Saturday 
Review after his lecture on 
Saturday morning of last ye'ar's 
regional festival at JC-. 
The Gold medal11on is one of 
three categories of the "Award 
of Excellence." Bron7c 
medallions are presented to 
students whose productions are 
performed in Washington D.C. as 
National finalists each year. 
Silver and gold awards are given 
to teachers, professional artists, 
and volunteer supporters for 
their efforts on behalf of college 
thespians. 
This is the second successive 
year in which the IC department 
of Drama Speech has hosted the 
regional competition. 
REGAL NOTES 
UNDERSTAND Pl.P,YS, NOVELS AND POEMS 
FASTER WITH OUR NOTES 
We're new ond we're tho b,gos_t 1 Thousands of 
topics reviewed for quicker understanding. Our 
s'ub1octs include not only English, but Anthro• 
pol09y, Art, Block Studios, Ecology, Eco· 
nomics, Education, History, LClw, Music:, 
Philosophy, Polit,col Science, Psychology, 
Religion, Science, Sociology ond Urban Prob-
lems, Send $2 for your cotolog of topics ovod· 
oble. 
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U11rm·elli111-: --· ·n,e /llmKlrake" 
Brother to /Jrollrer- "um1-: D:,y :-. Jm,mey 
Cleanse Your Soul- ''Salvation'' 
... 
\ 
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Karen Levy is Missing 
Central !'Jew York colleges· 
and universities have been urged 
to cooperate in new efforts to 
discover Karen Levy, ·18 year 
-old freshman missing from 
Syracuse University since Nov. 
10, 1972. 
The Levy family has 
announced a reward of S20,000 
for her safe return and S5,000 
for information leading to her 
discovery. The first reward will 
re main in effect until she is 
found. The second continues 
through March 31, 1973. 
Denis W. Gealer, I?rivate 
investigator for the Levy family, 
Thomas J. Sardino, Syracuse 
chief of police, and Robert D. 
Fleherty, director of safety and 
security at Syracuse University, 
made the new appeal. 
"We believe that the person 
who offered a ride to Karen 
Levy and with whom she was 
seen leaving the Syracuse 
Upstate Medical Center about 6 
p.m. Friday, Nov. 10, is quite 
likely to have offered similar 
rides to students from other area 
campuses," Gealer said. 
He added: " While we have 
< 9''\abt,..5 ~ ~~ 1159 rnYDEN RD. ~ 
'\D)' 3 MILE~FROMTJ.IECORNEll ~MPUS y,:, 
.;.,Bs,f Jmdue, 
~ wi/11 a crt_jp 
~en sa/od ond hof 
'eOd.s Only /3 3S' 
Bl oodv fitarys AL WAYv- 60¢ 
Miller, Molson Ille. Porter on 7op 
Folk Entertainment Wednesday thro Saturday nites 
Friday and Saturday nites- 'Almost Empty Jug Bamr 
·; ... ' 
had reports of similar ride offers 
from a, person identifying 
himself as 'Bill Lacey' we have 
yet to hear from anyone who 
actually ac;cepted such·a ride. We 
think there may be individuals 
who have up to this time wanted 
to remain uninvolved, because of 
fear of personal embarrassment, 
who will be encouraged to 
respond with anonymity assured 
and the substantial reward which 
the family is offering. It is 
important that notices of this 
reward and the circumstances of 
Karen Levy's disappearance 
reach every campus in the area." 
At a pres~ conrerence m Chief 
Sardino's office at 10 a.m. today 
(Friday Jan. 26), Gealer also 
sought the help of residents in 
remote areas where there are 
hunting lodges and other 
generally unoccupied buildings. 
He asked them to report any 
unusual activity which he said 
might lead to finding Karen 
Levy being held against her will. 
Sardino and Gealer expressed 
their professional opinions that 
the 'Bill Lacey' type of person 
suspected in the Levy case 
would have developed a 
repetitive pattern in approaching 
ride seekers and that here is 
ample precedence for discovery 
of information about missing 
persons through the posting of 
rewards 
DESCRIPTION: 
White, female, 18 years 
(DOB: 10/28/54), Height 60 
inches, Weight I 00-105 lbs. Dark 
brown wavy hair (worn shoulder 
length), Brown eyes-may wear 
glasses-" Granny" type. 
MARKS & SCARS: 
Scar on back of right hand. 
BATTERY HEADQUARTERS OF ITHACA 
COMPLETE STOCK OF EXIDE BATTERIES 
AMDICAN CARS - COMMERCIAL- FOREIGN CA·RS-- TRUCK 
TRACTOR - DIESEL - MARINI - SNOWMOBILE 
I , 
Happy Hours, 
3-7 Fri. & Sat. 
• $I -Pitchers 
Fri: Sat: Albatross 
OPEN DAILY Hummingbird 
Friendly Atmosphere 
Sun: 
• 
• Scenic Dock 
• Budweiser Beer 
413 Taughannock Tel. 273-8591 
I 
\ · . . ,-
. ..) • ..: i~ 
UNKNOWN SUBJECT: ... .!·.:~ CLOTHING: 
"BILL LACY'',White, m.~le, When last seen subject was 
attired in Navy blue peacoat, 
blue bell bottom dungarees, 
multi-colored V neck vest, 
brown shoes. Carrying a blue 
knapsack. 
age in '.!O's, Height appx:··7~; 
inches, slim build, brown haii:; 
(parted on right), possible defect· ~ 
in left eye. When last seen· wasi 
attired in grey business ~ult" 
w/vest. Neat dresser, but' ··not! 
CIRCUMSTANCES: stylish. Probably drivih•gl 
Subject posted Ad on compact vehicle. Anystudentor 
Syracuse University bulletin person having had any contact' 
b o a rd s s e e k i n g rid e t o with "BILL LACY" or anyone: 
Monmouth, New Jersey area. answering his description, please 
Unknown male identifying co me forward- anonymity 
hims e If as .. BILL LACY" .·. granted if .requested. 
contacted subject by phone and Any information ·c~ncerning 
said he would give her ·a ride.. the above, or any dep~ _ 
Arrangements were m·ade for h·a·ving similar cases···pfe'a 
subject to meet with "Bill contact 
Lacy" ,at the Upstate Medical 
Center, E. Adams St., this city at 
6:00 on Nov. JO, 1972. Couple 
met as pre- arranged and subject 
last seen in company of "Bill 
Lacy", leaving area of Medical 
Center and has not been seen or 
heard from since. 
Missing Persons Section 
Syracuse Police Department 
511 S. State Street 
Syracuse, New York 13202 
Phone: Area code (315) 
473-5515 or 
(315) 473-3555 
COOK-GAUNTLffl 
TRAVB. 
'I'• i 
·, 
. "·.l 
.. 
*WORLD WIDE TRAVEL SERVICE, 
*INDIVIDUAL & GROUP TRAVEL :· 
*PLANNED IN EVER\ itETAIL 
273-3073 
207 N. AURORA ST. 
ITHACA, W.Y. 
A Division ol 
FIRST NATIONAL/ITHACA 
The Asiatic Garden 
118 W. State St. 
Chinese-American Food 
Large Facilities and Good 
Food to Serve You Better 
Serving Ithaca Since 19 3 I 
MAYERS SMOKE SHOP 
Specioli&iltfl in 
ALL SMOKERS' SUPPLIES 
PAPER BOUND BOOKS 
PIPE REPAIRS 
MAGAZINES 
NEWSPAPERS 
Nest to Strand Theater 
Look for the orange awnings 
318 E. STATE ~1. 
;\ 
•; ,, 
V 
.. 
' 'i ~ 
,• 
-·' ... • ~ "l, '-.... ~ 
Racism Continued from page .5 
ally like to be slotted into an 
'i ( or predominantly) black 
rm. No one, however, should 
forced into any living 
uation on campus which is 
rmful mentally or physically 
him. 
Finally, I shall begin a 
5 cussion of Ethnic 
nsciousness on the college 
campus. Thete is sometimes a 
series of interesting observations 
arising from black-white 
relations on campus. Take these 
three examples loosely based on 
actual happennings: 
(I) At a beer party, a black 
and a white guy get into a fight. 
Immediate conclusion? It is a 
news shorts _ .. ____ ... __ 
ICTV A NEW LOOK AT THE NEWS 
A news program unlike any other news program is currently being 
oduced in the Ithaca College TV studios. What makes this show so 
usual is the fact that its writers and news reporters are all students 
Boynton Jr. H.S. The students report on school and local news, as 
II as provide their audience with a Jr. High school look at movie 
1ews, and commentaries on the current issues that concern most 
high school student_s. 
Senior tV-R major, Steve Brown, director-producer of Boynton 
ry and .. assistant producer, junior TV-R major, Ginny Partridge, 
vide the students with the facilities and camera crews necessary 
the production. · 
The first show will be seen, Feb. 11, 1973 at 9 :00 on channel 7. 
Boynton's Story will be seen every other week on channel 7 at 
O P.M. AFTBR THE Feb 25th show. 
Boynton's Story a 15 minute news program using Jr. H.S.'s 
dents. as talent and main source of information, provides the 
wer of any age, an interesting and totally different way at looking 
the news." 
IFC NEWS 
By Judy Haber 
Fraternity and Sorority rush 
s started on the lthace College 
mpus! For the Greeks it is 
cir time to acquaint students 
th the functions and purposes 
their respective houses. Each 
ternity and sorority ,whether 
be social or professional, has 
ncthing very unique to offer. 
c professioanl Greek houses 
t c n give concerts -or plays 
ich are open to the public. 
roughout the year the 
fcrcn t houses socialize with 
·h activities as lodge parties, 
xcrs. cocktail parties, house 
rtics, and individually 
nsorcd dances. 
l'his year, on April 6,7 ,8, the 
crfraternity Council will 
nsor "Greek Weekend", with 
theme "Advertisements". The 
·kcnd will include skits and 
g wmpetition. Greek games, 
and a dance held on Saturday 
night. If you hear voices singing 
late at night or laughter coming 
through the walls of any of the 
Terrace Dorms that house the 
Gree~s(.it is a sure sign that 
practice--fo'r-Greek Weekend Skit 
and Song competition has 
begun. 
When you are a member of a 
Greek organization, your 
affiliation with that Fraternity 
or Sorority is not ended when 
you accept your diploma and 
graduate from Ithaca College. 
The strong tics and lasting 
relationships that you make with 
your Fraternity Brothers or 
Sorority Sisters will remain with 
you long after you leave the 
South Hill campus. Rushing is 
only the beginning. Look for 
signs announcing the dates of 
the rush parties. GO GREEK! 
FINISH YOUR DEGREE 
N BRADFORD /lonbon. 
Major in l:rhan Studies beginning in your Junior year. 
Complt'tt' your bachelor's in only one year including study 
·n London with trips to th!:' Continent. 
Apply now for June ·73 - August '74 program. 
Limited enrollmt'nt - Coeducational. 
Write: Urban Studies Admissi~n, Bradford College, 
Rradfon.l. Ma,-s. 018~0 ( near Boston) All ... 
~ i 
Fingerlakes Typewriter 
Service 
~04 Lake Ave: Ithaca, N.Y. 272-5869 
February Special - $14.50 
Clean, Oil, and Adjust 
-··-~·· ·p_ortableTypewriters 
1- ,-
- ,-,· 
A~~f;>SS from Mickeys Market 
. ~ .. :; ... :'~ .... ,' ~- ., · .. ' ·,. 
racial conflict. Depending on 
who started the fight, there may 
be a series of accusations, while 
few people consider the 
possibility (no matter how 
remote) that two guys may just 
have gotten into a fight. 
(2) A cartoon appears in a 
newspaper. The black character 
is riamed "Studly" and he 
Ii terally blows (up) his mind 
smoking dope. Although the 
paper contends that this is only 
a cartoon, and that the character 
could be black or white, some 
blacks find it a stereotype and 
degrading. 
.(3) At a concert which was 
part of a weekend planned by 
blacks, some black students were 
given special seats in the front, 
while some whites were given 
seats in the rear. Blacks said 
people who had helped plan the 
weekend were given the seats, 
but some whites found this 
offensive. 
Particularly in the last two 
cases, each group had done 
something offensive to the 
other, although reportedly not 
intended to be offensive. Both 
groups must keep in mind this 
problem, and look ahead for 
possible consequences in actions 
and words. This is not to say 
that either group should not 
speak out, and if necessary, 
make an accusation and defend 
it. It would oe hoped that before 
making the accusation, one 
would be sure it arises from 
"racism", and then "let it rip." 
Please read Part II next week. 
Your friend, Arb ii 
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'FREE CLASSIFIEDS 
This Is Great 
FEMALE DELIVERY HELP 
WANTED. CALL 272·6770 or 213 
DRYDEN RD. (after 5:00) 
BAMBINO'S PIZZA 
PHOTO EQUIPMENT 
Buy-sell-rent-repair. Ithaca Photo 110 
W.Green St. Free Parking 
For Sale:Glbson Les Paul Guitar 
Excellent Condition. Call Mike 
272-9718 or X770 
Thanks to the guys from the West 
Tower-who rehearse In tho old tailor 
shop-who helped us in need. 
· I.C. Public Theatre 
Dear ZIPS; 
Congratulations on your fantastic 
victory. It's a nice comeback. We're 
proud of you. Let's see more of that. 
Love, 
The Rest of the Family 
WE WANT TALENT! IC Public 
Theatre auditions for "Musical 
Revue." Sunday through Tuesday 
check posters for exact details! Dave 
Freiberg x773. 
COLLEGE AVENUE 
fia]acl 
~ 
ALL YOU C&N m,<\KE • WITH 
ALL OIOINERS- CHOICE OF 
DRE,SlnG INCL. BLUE C141!£.5E 
FOR SALE-LADY'S RIEKER SKI 
BOOTS SIZE 7 NARROW-VERY" 
GOOD SHAPE-USED 5 
TI MES-CONTACT DONNA X544 
or 272-9767 
Ride needed to Long Island (Nassau 
County) Feb. 16, return Feb 18 Call 
Robin X3631 or 273·9754 
Army Veteran Needed to talk about 
experiences for background Info. for 
book. The more recent the better. 
WIii arrange for meeting at your 
convenience. Most appreciated. Call 
Nancy Ballard, 913 West Tower, I.C. 
273-9779 or X3700 
ICKEY' 
MUSIC· STORE 
201 s. Tioga.St 
Ithaca, N.Y. 
272-8262 
At last! 
lthacca~has q Steak House! LU -
STEAi<.. HOUSE 
3 Different Steaks - 3 Dlff erent Prices 
Enjoy your steak dinner with 
a Lums Famous Frosty Schooner of Beer 
STEAK SANDWICH LUMS*LUMS*LUMS*LUMS-I.UMS*LUMS"LUMS*LUMS 
Open face with lettuce, tomato, a pickle spear and french fries. 
surrounding our lean and juicy U.S.D.A. Choice Steak. 
A Tender Treat I 1145 
CHOPPED BEEFS TEAK LUMS*LUMS• LUMS"LUMS*LUMS*LUMS*LUMS·LUMS• 
Full half of a pound of pure Beef, with sauteed onions, mushrooms, 
green peppers, french fries, toasted roll with garlic butter and 
a crisp garden salad. $1.95 
U.S.D.A. CHOICE SIRLOIN STEAK *LUMS•LUMS*LUMS·LUMS,.UMS* 
Big, thick and juicy. Served for your enjoyment with golden 
french fries, onion rings, toasted roll with garlic butter and 
a fresh crisp garden salad. $2.65 
LUMS 374. ELMIRA RD, ITHACA 
• j' 
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RIT is 5-7 so far and has a 1-4 Ithaca's success las·t week was 
record in the Conference. Coach the work of re.servers ;rom: 
Bill Carey's· squad stress Spfi1gue, TomDowneyllrtd ~;µ-k. 
quickness and· defense, and has Ganley; Downey. hit 'double 
shown a lot of improvement of figures in all three games. · • 
late. It walloped Clarkson last Coach Hugh · Hurst will stay 
week in its .last outing 104-63. with the same unit which has 
Top SCOJel'S for- the. Tigers are st.;trted. since the team· tetume~ 
. , . :. ~··.,. ·. ... Amie Cole and-,Dan D'Andrea from th.,, ·.winter ~~ ·Thai 
I • • .,·et~••·a.ketlttlD:·.:·:,;,."'·,:.. .. ..:·· ': .,·_' ._.: ;ei~:e~~ry!i~~~!~·?&: ~:;; . ~;::o~~~~::~~.;~~~ .. ; 
•. · ... ,. ._ . 1.. •. . . . .- •. ,, ... , .•. . ·:·--'-. .., ••. · ...... • .-.. ':?, . . ·· .. ,. . • .. . · ie\founcler, -D An• is taking ~s twia; laat -~~:tdU~wi: 
' · · · · ·. · ,_.,._ ·· ;,., · ·· · · .- ·. · · ·· · · · ,,,. , · d . ..,..,,t4 ~ ,..· ·-., .. ··· ' at··the··fo...,ard alo...;;-r .... .-.J .t.:...: 
.. r ·.T~e.-~-i~~ a-ne~'.i:~~) ! 'fl?,c. ltha~ns-:-~:~~ ·a· - : .. t11.~,~~\~f y~~;·. ~~! .. ·, ··~0~ca:ii,:;;Jimscnt. with a Mc~y .\$ g~ ~~·-· 
.. -~ ,.'.lt·_.prqduot,v~,- o_.ne; (o.f. thf:(si:iJ.;i sarne. 'hQ~~~~1;1:,"- ·,.wru -~ijli;l--& ~otd-,in~iha;.::· ·'.''foW!',-sain~-~.,.t and a 2-1 F:.,_.and,~wilh~~-~ 
_.11)~--'~0~·-b~ke~ball· i.~-~~·,.tullit_ional· --rfy~.lalldr' _::o~:~:·.,.,:·:;;··, ,,,_. , . .. _,;if~!,~;·!·,~{· .-,;-~:iif.'th~;~, The key td· ·r.tht~:,t,.,·-P~.-.~ :•~ 
:-~ ,,.~)~ "~pa . .fl7Ut:,!!&~liu~cta.y, .-a-nd.-~. . n~o~, .. ,,.··.lih~-·:;~ve -~~-<Of.·:,':··~:.~t,.;:~'.last' week was to~par4'~;~-~ 
. . ,r,m~etion after,~;j~.- ~ge;Athleti\C ~~R~,-.foe _(11~~~--atr. -~~·~ :!~!M,tii!le.'·~Bo~~ allowed llli,f,l':fo(-~~!f;~' 
. ~1qatoff,4,a8t-•eek; l_C. ~-. .;~Jc,,n 'i_l;lursdil?~·-:1.''9-i·.-/:.1-' :/"·_. · ~-~ TJ8ICltllt~.ductd.~a·, 78',:-72; .\\~}1"11 oll'-0.nen~,;jtjst·jlll'average.of 55 ~J,w;,th-forwar~-11.gtj,,,~.~~t?.,!'r:i,?f·:· 
~:n \~as)', .~tor oTer Osw.~ ·. ~~iJ~'C.: . belted C~-, ~~ 73"", .. : ~- '.f¢.o~~t~I.C .. ,to ~.tJl~,;roittt~,· · points, .in ~:.tlttee:_1'games and ·:'-r.lt>.llo~ell·.:,c~~.•,Jo.:~. 
fil¥$.4), Clarl(son (79-54)1 -aodi .' lalt;Dccember,- an~,~;~ fiv•.-·· , s~\.:\the Conf~iict( titJe:. ,. for~ the~!-mto···SIJ turnove:rs. · l.G~.~:in· ·sc~;,:w~.,:•· :•?~1 
.~b!H;H.79,,)). , , stfaigbt from 1hF,-'.~~~ over. ~:RPI.-,,·:._. ,-:. ,." ; .. ·'., · I.C .. ,also ptoduced.36 steals and a°'~rage. Fol~UI.S (4~}· sod 
· ' '" · · , . . had a rebound~ .edge in all M·c.,Cadby 0·1.0) are -2~3_. 
,;~.;, .;,,. three contests~ Mt~. (9..1) ;md'HQll9Wf:'ll 
--,~: ,. . . .,. ., · :Pill F.o-l-kins and Dave (<ii,1')ue 1-2in rebo\µlding while 
-c.. ,.,;,·. . Hollowell lect:1be Ithaca offense · Doh,.,rty is the ,assist leader'with 
, .-·, ,,.. . • . . with a pair. of 21 point nights sq.,_. . 
.·· 1) each. Jimmy· l)ohery was th~ As a team Ithaca is ou~;oring JJ lf ~ 1£ I) A H'C B ll 8 assist king with 25 in three i~. opponents 77.0 to 6~~9 per 
starts. game, and- holds a 37 .9 to 31.9 e. d.Jt e B However, the major reason" for rebounding edge. 
Gro~so ~nd Brya,nt 
FOLK-MUSIC 
LIVE MUSICIANS 
·BLUEGRASS 
WICB-AM 
SUN.D.A-Y 
3-6 PM 
CHIEFS VS. BOMBERS 
Thursday Feb. 8 
8 P.I. . 
BIBTDl'.,:,IALL 
S2 · for ill .. ;·st1de1ts. 
S4 for all non-students 
tickets: willard straight hall; mayers, 
at the door 
•' -· 
by mail: willard straight hall ticket office 
all checks to be made payable to: 
WILLARD STRAIGHT HALL 
'73 Grid, Captains 
Tony Grosso, a senior 
linebacker from Syracuse, and 
junior halfback Tom Bryant of 
Owego, N.Y., have been elected 
captains of the 1973 Ithaca 
College varsity football team. 
"The election of these two 
men certainly shows what 
persistance, dedication, and love 
of the game can accomplish," 
Head Coach Jim.Butterfield said. 
"Tony is a· 5-5, 180 pound 
linebacker and you don't find 
many of those. A lot of schools 
told him he was too small to 
play college football, but look at 
his record. He s~rted for our 
.freshmen team, he played 
extensively for. us as a 
sophomore, and this past season, 
started the last six games and 
was third in team tackles." 
"We like to have big kids 
playing for us, but what we're 
really interested in is the best 
man for each position, and Tony 
Grosso is as good as any eastern 
small college backer that I saw 
last season. We're proud to have 
him with us." 
Butterfield was just as happy 
about the selection of Bryant. 
''Tom was a transfer from Penn 
State so he had to sit out the 
1970 se'ason," he continue 
.. He worked for us in the sprin 
of. '71 .and just when pre-sea.so 
was about to begin t.hat A1,1gus 
be ·lost a scholarship ·-on 
technicality. He had to pick up 
job fast, and missed the season 
Last year h~ started every gam 
and was a· standout player, an 
I'll predict he'll .have a fin 
season this fall. He.'s done all o 
this with a wife and child t 
support: and he also commut 
60 ·miles a day to school.'.'. 
Grosso totaled 83 tackles las 
season, and - played his -greates 
games against nationally ranked 
Bridgeport and eastern powe 
C.W. Post. 
Bryant gained 524 yards in QJ 
carries from his offensive 
halfback position for a 5. 
average per game. He also ranke 
second on the team in scori 
with 36 points. 
Grosso, who will graduate i 
December, is the son of Mr. an 
Mrs. Joseph F. Grosso of 3; 
Hickock Avenue in Syraci:,, 
and is a '69 graduate .:: 
Henninger High School, wile 
he played his football under 
Decker. He is majoring i 
Physical Education at Ithaca. 
Bryant, who is also majori 
in physical education, is the so 
of Mr. and Mrs. Willard Bryan 
of 4 Broughton Drive in Oweg 
and is a '68 graduate of Owcg 
Free Academy. He played 
football under Die~ Wheaton. 
"YOUR PROTECTION - OlJR PROFESSION": 
•_ r ;, •' \ • 
., . 
BROKERS' 
Rol~err S. Boot hri,yd ~ Class of "24' 
• I 
t{ohert "L. 8oothrnycJ -.- Class of "60· 
llcnry G. Keyser ----Classof'52' 
\\'il/iam Flynn ----- C.L.U. 
ROBERT S. BOOTHROYO 
· AGENCY, INC 
··;,· 
INSURANCE-~i 
• • ~. • "'S 
"We We/crmll.' Yo.11r lllq_11iry .• n 
.. ~ 12 East Se_11eco. Ithaca. N. Y. ~- .. · .:.:.)ii 
thletes of the Week 
or the first time ever four 
n have tied for Jirst place in 
Ithaca College "Athlete of 
Week" balloting. 
hey include basketball guard 
ll · Folkins, wrestler Dave 
in felder, swim ming standout 
1 Stahl and hockey captain 
rn Villa. 
Folki11s ~cored 50 points, last 
•ck,· ·as· Ithaca defeated 
\~ei,,cj, "f;larkson and_ Hobart to 
its record to 8-3 on the 
,on. The junior guard also 
Jc<l Io· assists and 12 
hounds an·d continued his 
Ill leading pace in steals and 
·uveries. 
Kleinfelder began the week 
Jlh a close 5-2 loss to 
f~nding NCAA 118 pound 
1ampion Dave Biondi of 
ockport, and followed up with 
·o big decisions as Ithaca swept 
T and RPI last Saturday. 
'itahl continued his 8-10 point 
11u:ct pace by earning a first 
d a second against Oswego, 
d then followed up with a pair 
wins against Geneseo last 
tu re.lay. Stahl leads the team in · 
onng with 57 points and is just 
ur points away from setting 
,. school's career scormg 
cord of 297 points. 
Villa helped Ithaca to kill off 
I I 2 of its penalties during a 
4 loss to Hamilton, and a 15-1 
romp over Lehigh. In addition 
he netted four goals and two 
assists in the Lehigh win. 
A General Studies major at 
Ithaca, Folkins is the son of Mr. 
and Mrs. Wallace Folkins of 128 
South Park Avenue in 
Longmeadow. He is a 1970 
graduate of Longmeadow High 
School, where he played his 
basketball under Joe La Valley 
and Ron· Morrissette.· 
Kleinfelder, who is maJonng 
in physical education, is the son 
of Mr.' and Mrs. William 
Kleinfelder, Jr. of 537 W. Allen 
Lane in Philadelphia. He is a 
I 97 I graduate of Chestnut Hill 
Academy and wrestled under 
Conrad Creighton. 
A Biology major at Ithaca, 
Stahl 1s the son of Mr. and Mrs. 
Jack Stahl of 44 Oakley Avenue 
in Corry. He is a 1970 graduate 
of Corry Area High School, 
where he did his swimming 
under William Cochran. 
-Villa, who is majoring in 
Health Administration, is the 
son of Mr. and Mrs. Louis Villa 
of 34 Halsey Avenue in 
Wellesley. He is a 1969 graduate 
of Wellesley High School and a 
1970 graduate of Vermont Prep 
Academy. He played his hockey 
undet Harold Hines and John 
Pierson at Wellesley and Mike 
Chukas at Vermont. 
IAA News 
45 participants took part 
the annual foul shooting 
ntest held Saturday from 1-4 
Ben Light Gym. Varsity 
skctball guard Bill Folkins 
ok first with 23 of 25 in this 
, S,t ·:.of _,z,5 ·--fr-6'.e. HH•O'W 
mpetition. Folkins didn't run 
ay with it, with Soph. Mark 
r1vings coming in second, 
king 22 of 25 attempts. Dave 
ckles was third with 2 I of 25. 
BASKETBALL STANDINGS 
All Star League 
'.till wl 
l:K 30 
L.S. 2 I 
,·vengc 2 I 
ast Time Around 2 I 
l'Id I 2 
,Ids I 2 
11!11nged & Doorless I 2 
C Terrors 03 
Pro-West 
hl' Zip 20 
.,lcott Tods 2 I 
h,· Fifth I I 
lh,h Nation I I 
andon I I 
ulc'asts I 2 
nt Rocks 0 2 
Pro-East 
IIH Revisited 30 
Id M 30 
n~ Stl!p_ Beyond 2.1 
Sil. Tongued Dev. 2 I· 
Kmcks 2 I 
Un U Ujuma O 3 
Diseased Possessed O 3 
Delta Kappa O 3 
Semi-Pro 
Willy & the Boys 3 0 
Trix-R4 Kids 3 0 
Gand 2 I 
Space Cowboys I 2 
Turkeys I 2 
BAMF I 2 
Prospect Manor II I 2 
Holmes Hawks O 3 
VOLL YBALL STANDINGS 
National 
team wl 
Spikers 3 0 
Bad Mothers 30 
Dem Bears 20 
BAMF I I 
R.C.H. I 2 
Zeros 02 
EI Vatos 02 
Hawaii Six-0 03 
AMERICAN 
The Wizard 3 0 
Mad Turkeys 20 
Bearded Clams 20 
Eddie's Bears 1 0 
Mavens 2 I 
Golden Jocks 0 I 
Secret Squirrel 0 I 
Zip 02 
Hummers 0 2 
Team 13 03 
HANGING OUT? 
Urop h_, llw 
MINI DELI 
110 N. AURORA ST. 
CO-ED VOLLEYBALL 
team 
House Mothers 
Bearded Clams II 
The Dudes & Chicks 
The Slue Jets 
wl 
40 
3 I 
3 I 
3 I 
E.T~G. 
The Plow Drivers 
Volley Balls 
I.B.T.C. 
Hot Rats 
Spike Wells 
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. ***COMING EVENTS*U 
The ann:1al M.I.A.A. Wrestling 
Tourney is scheduled to take 
place on Thurs. & Fri.. the 15th. 
& 16th of February. 
we·re Patrons of the Arts! 
•- MANY IIIGINAl IBJEGTS l'AIT e 
THE MOST UNUSUAL 
* * * J:l!J~I!lI...Fl.~ * * * 
ilP@i/OOll(illBW fSOlFlr~ 
IN OUR AUTHENTIC OLD PHARMACY 
PERFUMES SCENTS POWDERS. CREMES. TOILETRIES ETC 
t ALL TOO NUMEROUS TO MENTION, 
~.A..N"D·.~ 
C T!roli.il.iiil~S) I 
J/11'8 I 
,mforgella6/e if'a from 
c!lie Aollinj 8ia8s c!JJoulique 
112 N. Aurora Street • Ithaca, New York 14850 • Phone (607) 273-8888 
--~:-~----- -
) 
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Student Activities Board 
Presents A Night With 
COUNTRY GRANOLA 
and THE MARX BROS. 
plus 'HORSEFEATHERS' 
Fri. F eh. 2 Dance-Concert 25C Draft 
9PM-1AM Union Caf 25C Admission 
Ithaca College 
Karate Club 
Meets 7:30 pm. 
Tues., Wed., and Thurs. 
Wrest ling room 
in Ben Light Gym 
·cROWN .CARDS 
"ANNOUNCES 
2'~'11'.{~ I·,·-~) ~~ 
In Addition to 
our fine line of 
Hallmark cards, 
We now offer 
passport photos ·, 
outdoor portraits, 
other kinds of 
photography. 
Drop in or 
call 272-5350 
CROWN CARDS 
: I , I , 11 · . -~ 11111 6.95 
ONLY ON MONDAYS 
lout Prim I.ill of .. 
All tu Clwnpagm you cu. 4rbk 
Steak & Grape 6.95 
ONLY ON TUESOA YS 
~ 1 lb. Sirlom Sta.k 
All the Sparkling ·lurgu4y you CII wk 
leef&-Ale US 
ONLY ON WEDNESDAYS 
ltoast Prime Ribs of Beef 
All the :Dnught :Beer or Ale ~ ca.u drink 
. !lttak & Spirit& fi.!15 
ONLY ON THURSDAYS 
Generous 1 lb. Sirioin Stalk 
All the Drinks you ca.u drmk ~Ul Dinur 
Elmira Road, lthac~. N.Y. Res.:_ 2.72-6484 
,. . ....... 
.. ·: ·: 
. ,.- . 
. . - ., ., . ' .,. ,. '' .- - . ~-. ·-,~··:'h.... ... 
-. --,- .. ~1 ·_~ . 
P~rR· ·-R ·. ·o· · 's-~~1 i:· . . .-!•-
PIZZA 
SPEEDY 
DELIVERY 
272-1950 
YOU RING-
WE BRING 
FREE DELIVERY on orders of $.20.00 or more 
ThursdCly 
. . 
ALL REGU.LAR -
M.IXED DRINKS· .. <.-
. , '.: 
. 50¢ , 
- .,, 
. .-, ', . ' ' 
. { . . .. . . - ' .. 
.F, id o y 
. .. : ~-
BERNLE MILTON 
Soturdoy 
HUMMIN' BOID 
114 W. Green 
I 
:....-·11· 
I 
'
FEBRUARY 10 
BARrON 8:30 
with seatrain& orphan 
I 
john mclaughlin FEBRUARY 23 . 
and th'; BAILEY a:oo ' I mahavishnu 3.50c.u .. advance 
orchestra 4 others. :. 
I kenny jun I~~~ 1i~~ 
I I I . IIIL . with ,. ';,, 
_ ogg1ns ssma c keil/ c 
I •• -1- ·- 'MARCH 30 . ~ I .. - 11111.. BAILEY 8 &1 . 
wonder with gayle me ~
I I !APRIL 14 · 
1 1 ar 8 BARTON 8:30 guthrie 
I I · 5!!ring weekend concert 
I lo lie Lounced '.':'j ;· 
I lllill • P. 0. BOX 9CY7 ,.._ J:'lla ~ f"; 
a ITHACA.N.Y.14-850 orders I orders money orders only ·:· .. : >'',;-
payable.to: "v\illard straight·.hall ·· -· ·-~ I tickets for 1,3,4.5 S3c.u. advanceS4 
I. __ mail deacllines~2 5_ 216@-3.SID_ ~~ :~ -'i7'-
-·--· .. ·- -·---- ----·-;-
. ,' ',. •' ...... 
: , _ • __ :. : •• • -, .. , , 1· .~ S.:_.. ~ ~ · :: ;._. 
